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About This Game

Super Cuber is a traditional platformer all about simplicity and difficulty, with an emphasis on speedrunning & competition, and
community involvement with the built-in level editor and Steam Workshop support.

Content

- 60 built-in levels across 4 difficulties!

Controls

- Tight, traditional controls. Controller support!

Level Editor & Steam Workshop Support

- Create your own levels and share them with the world! Download others' levels from the workshop and compete for the best
time.

Steam Leaderboards & Achievements

- Compete globally and with friends for the fastest time on any level, and challenge yourself to unlock all the achievements!
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Steam Trading Cards

- Collect the trading cards and craft the badges!
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cobertura super. super cuber peru. super crazy cuber. super cuber. idear.biz super cuber

This is a simple cubic game wich can be really frustrating but sometimes it can also be relaxing (it's mostly the music) so I think
that this game is great if you have a lot of patience. It's also great if you are looking for a fun and "quick" puzzle game.. A really
cool game if you have some freetime.

I was a litle bit sceptical when i saw the screenshots,i thought it was a impossible game rip off.
.....so wrong i was.

First of all the Features:

. This game features 60 lvls full of fun (and madness)

.Simple Graphics

.lvl editor(prepare for endless fun)

.Addicting game play

.Leaderboards

.5 easy achievements (1 perfect game for you )

(and trading cards )

Graphics and Music
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Visualy the game looks very simple and kinda boring but dont judge games for theyre graphics!
The music is calm for a rage game like this,but also catchy ;)

Gameplay
----------------------------------------------------------------------
The goal of the game is to collect all gems to unlock the door you need to complete a lvl.
There are also obstacles like spikes,lasers\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off cubes and locked passages.

Timing is very important in this game!

The lvls are short but full of danger,there are currently 4 difficulties:

Easy (for dah noobs)
Medium (for practised ones)
Hard(for the brave ones)

and......

Expert ( for the nerds)
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Difficulties dont influence the lvls,they are chapters.

Each chapter has 15 lvls ,you unlock them by beating the previous chapter
So you start at easy,beat it and unlock medium,beat it and unlock hard,beat it and unlock Expert,beat it and you beat the game
:D

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To me this game seems like a early access title,I hope they add more stuff in the future

Graphic: 3\/5

Music: 4\/5

Gameplay 5\/5

Replay value 4\/5

Score : 4\/5 recommanded!

. Really fun game with a reasonable difficulty level; it becomes challengeing without being unfairly annoying or hard. Definitely
one for old school platforming fans. It's short, cheap and minimalistic - but well worth the asking price. Recommended!. I have
no idea why there are not a lot of good Platformers in this world with smooth controls which are challenging and fun.
Luckily this little gem is one of the described. Simple graphics, but very fun and challenging. Could cost 3-4x the price and I
would still consider it buyworthy.

Thanks for making the game!
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